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“We’re very happy to have bought a healthcare list from you. It gave us exactly what we 
wanted. The full names, correct email ids and valid contact numbers. In any case we need to 
verify our other databases; we would call you guys up”  :)

Testimonials

Best,
Jennie Ruth

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Finally, I want to thank you and everyone on the B2Bdatapartners team for their continued 
support and assistance as we received our robust database. Everyone I have talked to and 
worked with are very friendly, highly professional and extremely knowledgeable about 
compiling and utilizing customer database information. I anticipate a very successful email 
campaign with the database you’ve given us. I look forward to buying several more lists for our 
future campaigns.”

Regards,
Bob Rogers | Business Development Manager

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Everything looks good on your B2B list. Many thanks for your extra help with this. I’ll start 
testing on Monday. I really appreciate you going above and beyond the call of duty for us. Your 
customer service is over the top and I’m happy to serve as a reference and referral for you 
guys!”

Dave Jones | Senior Business Manager

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Please accept my sincere thanks for providing us with outstanding service. Of the 2,347 
records you provided, we had a 96.7% success rate at getting our message out. We are very 
pleased with your service and look forward to using you again.”

Sincerely,
Smith Rogers | Senior Marketing Manager

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Thanks a lot!!! You gave us high-quality contact information for a wide range of professionals – 
from real estate owners to doctors. And the data was sorted just fine so that we can easily 
identify and accurately target who we want to reach. But what sets you apart is your customer 
service. At any time, day or night, I can reach out to our account manager and know that I’ll 
receive a prompt response to any and all questions. And if he needs to perform research to 
give me an appropriate answer, he’ll keep me posted at every step so that I know my interests 
are being addressed. Working with B2BDataPartners has been a pleasure that I hope to enjoy 
for many years to come.”

Thanks!
Michelle Simpson

Canada-based Marketing Agency
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“My experience with B2BDataPartners has been great. They are very responsive and follow up 
in a timely manner.”

Testimonials

Thanks,
Jack Griffin Marketing Operations Manager

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Thank you for providing top notch customer service. It has been a pleasure working with you. 
I’m yet to review your list – but it looks great and well-segmented.”

Regards,
Christie Brown

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“The list we bought from you was first-class. I wouldn’t hesitate to use you again. And thanks so 
much for your suggestions on maintaining a campaign list. I would have my sales team do 
them asap. I would also like to use your appending services for our other databases!”

Julie Hopkins Business Development Manager | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“We recently purchased a list from B2BDataPartners. While the list was exactly the type of 
contacts and companies we requested, we found that you did not have enough of the type of 
contacts we had requested to fill the minimum order required (it was a small slice of people, I 
understand). However, you were able to make up the difference with second set of contacts 
with criteria that we approved. We emailed the two lists immediately and found that about 25% 
of the addresses bounced back as undeliverable. And I’m impressed that you provided us a 
very comprehensive list of 5,000 top business executives for no charge. In summary, while we 
had some obstacles along the way, B2BDatapartners has acted to rectify each situation and 
ended up going above and beyond the original request.

Thank you for your help.
Summer Morgan | Marketing Manager

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Thank you for your call. My experience with your sales rep was great. He was very helpful, it 
was easy to reach him and he accommodated to all of our requests. The quality of data was 
good too. I didn’t have to waste my time to re-choose the data based on sectors etc. online 
again, like some of your competitors let you do.”

Regards,
David Johnson | Senior Sales Manager
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“Thanks for your help! Appreciate your time and efforts in understanding our campaign 
requirements and giving us the best list you had. It’s truly the best-in-class. We couldn’t have 
built such a detailed verified list in-house. Your customer service is excellent.”

Testimonials

Best regards, 
Anthony Kaufman Sales Head | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Thank you for your follow up to ask about my experience working with B2BDataPartners. I am 
delighted to talk to Ryan and he was able to work with me with my limited budget. What was 
provided was a great tool for my target audience. The list provided appears to be what I need. 
We will review its effectiveness, & let you know when we launch our next campaign.”

I will contact you if & when the need arises. 
Thank you again for your services.

Regards,
Mary Wells Assistant Marketing Manager | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“This is just a short note to thank Julia from B2B team for delivering some quality data for our 
company. It has helped with our launch into the Canadian market place and we are seeing 
instant sales resulting from the use of the data in just a quarter. Thank you so much.”

Regards,
Kevin Andrews Marketing Director | 

“Good afternoon! I want to thank the B2BDataPartners for the lead listed provided. Per our 
conversation, I was able to identify 3 leads from the list provided with 2 being significant, which 
proves the value of the lead lists. With that said, I would recommend the lists to others as valid 
sources for business prospecting.

Thank you for your assistance, and let me know if you have any questions.

”

Sincerley
Jennifer Trammell Executive Marketing Manager | 
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“ I want to thank you for all the support you have given me as a new customer. Your 
responsiveness to my needs, fast resolution and positive attitude has been outstanding. Your 
sales rep patiently listened to our database requirement and instantly offered the best list 
available. It has so far been the best professionals’ list we have used.”

Testimonials

Best regards, 
George Hayden Business Development Manager | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“I wanted to thank you for helping me resolve the issue with my first list. You worked hard to get 
me the relevant contacts I needed and I appreciate it. Also, I wanted to thank you for trying to 
get me the rushed list I needed last minute. Although it didn’t work out for me to purchase the 
list this time, your willingness to go the extra mile shows me that the next time I have an urgent 
need; I’ll be able to count on you and your team to help me out.”

Thanks and I’ll look forward to doing business with you in the future.

Regards,
George Levitt Online Marketing Manager | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“The contact information I received from B2BDataPartners exceeded my expectations. The 
information was up-to-date and correct. We have increased our contact data base by nearly 
3000 contacts and have access to the decision makers of our products and services.”

Regards,
Kathlene Jones  I Senior Marketing Executive

“ We were in the process of determining the best approach for acquiring lists to carry out great 
campaigns. Your company is the only one that offered solid, verified email addresses in a well 
compiled list. Within 24 hours of receiving the append file we had a contract in place and 
forwarded our first list. We received our file within three days and it included the key decision 
makers we were looking for.”

I would definitely recommend you guys and use you again myself. You were professional, 
responsive and quick. Thank you.

Julie Stevens  Business Development Manager | 
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“I had a very good experience working with B2BDataPartners, from receiving the first trial 
business list to talking to your customer service reps. We had some concerns about some of 
the data we received, and those concerns were listened to and addressed by the data and 
customer service teams to our satisfaction. I'd be happy to recommend B2BDataPartners to 
any organization seeking quality data for email campaign purposes.”

Testimonials

Best regards, 
Scott Thompson

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“I was impressed with your responsiveness and the timely manner in which the data we had 
requested was refined, located and delivered. Quality was excellent. I have no doubt we will be 
doing more business shortly.”

Regards,
Jacob Andrews  Marketing Director | 
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